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BY

E. J. WILCZYNSKI

§ 1.  The simultaneous solutions of two linear homogeneous partial differ-

ential equations of the second order with two independent variables.

Consider a system of partial differential equations of the form

(1)

where

Ayu„ + Bym + Cyn + Dyu +Eyv + Fy=0,

A'Vuu + Xy*. + G'y„ + D'yu + E'yv + F'y = 0,

/0n dv dy d*y
(2) y.-âT'     y- = ^'    *»-&?' etc-'

and where A, B, • • •, P' are analytic functions of u and v.

If the determinant AC' — AC does not vanish identically, (1) may be writ-

ten in the form

.„, y„u = aym + hy* + cv, + dy »
(o)

y™ = «Vu. + b'yu + c'y, + d'y •

If the determinant AC — A'Cis equal to zero, while BC — B'Gdoes not

vanish, we may write (1) in the form

,t, y»u = ay„ + ßyu + vy, + ay,
(■*)

y„ = '5V« + 7V„ + %>

provided that A and A' do not vanish simultaneously. If they do, i. e., if

A = A' = 0, while BC' — PC +- 0, we obtain from (1) a system of the same

form as (4) except for an interchange of u and v, with the further specialization

that a = 0.    Finally, if

AC - A'G= BC' - BC= 0,

one of the equations deducible from (1) reduces to the first order.

•Presented to the Society (San Francisco) February 24, 1906, as a preliminary report under

the title "Outline of a projective differential geometry of curved surfaces." Received for publi-

cation December 3, 1906.
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Transform (4) by putting

u = r,        v = r + s,

and let
dy dy

Vr-fr>     y.-ei* etc-

The system (4) becomes

yrr - 2y„ + y„ = «2/.. + ß(yr - y.) + iyr + ly-<

y» - y.. = ß'(yr - y.) + iy. + *y*

which equations may be solved for yn and yn. By such a transformation of

the independent variables (4) may therefore be reduced to the form (3).

Unless, therefore, there exists a linear combination of the two equations (1)

which is of the first order only, system (1) may be reduced to the form (3), a

reduction which may involve a linear transformation of the independent

variables.

Consider a system of form (3); ym and ym are expressed in terms of y, yu,

y,i y«,- Differentiation of the first of the two equations with respect to u will

express yuuu in terms of the same four quantities and of yuwl. Similarly ym

will depend upon ym as well as upon y,yu,y,,yuv. In general, however, yuuv

and yum may themselves be expressed in terms of y, yu, yt, ym. In fact differ-

entiation of the first equation of (3) with respect to v, and of the second with

respect to u will give

,,,       y„ - a>ym,= («. + h)ym + *ym + Kv« + (c. + d)y* + rf.y»
(5)

- «fy«. + yun = « + c')Vu.+b'y*u + (K + d')y* + <y, + «. y.

whence follows the truth of the above statement provided that

(6) ad - 1 4= 0

In this case, clearly all higher derivatives of y may be expressed in the form

CO <*y + ßyu + vyw + fyu.,

where a, ß, 7, 8 are, for every such derivative, perfectly definite functions of

m and v. It is to be noticed, however, that of the five derivatives of the fourth

order, three may be computed in two different ways ; ¿or example

d d

Therefore, in order that the eight expressions of form (7) for the five fourth

derivatives may be consistent, three conditions must be satisfied. It is not dif-

ficult to see that, if these three so-called integrability conditions are satisfied,

the expression of form (7) for a derivative of any higher order will be unique.
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Let y he a solution of system (3), developable in powers of u — u0 and

v — v0, and denote by c,, • • -, ct the values of y, yu, yv, yuc for u = u0,v = »,.

Then y may be expressed in the form

y = c, + c2(u - u0) + c3(v - v0) + ct(u -u0)(v- v0)

+ %(d0cx+c0c2+bûc3 + a0ci)(u-uj + l(d'0cx+c'0c2+b'i)c3+a'l)ci)(v-v0)2+-.-,

where a0, 60, etc. are the values of a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ for u = «.„, v = v0. All of the

coefficients of this development will be linear combinations of c,, • • •, c4. We

may write, therefore,

y = cxy' + c2y" + c3tf3> + c,y(4\

where y , • • •, yw are holomorphic functions of u — u0 and v — v0. The most

general analytic solution of (3) can, therefore, contain only four arbitrary con-

stants which enter linearly.

The integrability conditions are of the form

(8) «y„ + r5y.+ w. + «y = 0-

They may be satisfied identically, so that

a = ß=y= 8 = 0.

In that case the solution just indicated in a formal manner actually contains

four arbitrary constants. If the integrability conditions are not satisfied iden-

tically, they represent additional differential equations which y must verify.

The number of arbitrary constants in the general solution of (3) is reduced at

least by one for every independent non-identically satisfied integrability condi-

tion.    The above condition (8), for example, requires that

aoC4 + <Ôocï + 'y,cs+Soci

shall be equal to zero, where a0 • • • 80 are the values of a ■ ■ ■ 8 for u = «0, v = v0.

This clearly reduces the number of arbitrary constants to three.

If the integrability conditions are satisfied identically, the most general

analytic solution of (3) can depend, therefore, upon only four arbitrary con-

stants which enter linearly. Such an analytic solution, actually exists if the

coefficients of (3) are holomorphic in the vicinity of u = w0, v = v0. This may

be proved by the method which, since the time of Cauchy, has always been

employed for such investigations.* Of course, it may seem desirable to prove

the existence of just a four-fold infinity of solutions for a system of form (3), for

which ad — 1 does not vanish and whose integrability conditions are satisfied

identically under more general assumptions. For our present purpose, it suffices

to restrict our considerations to systems of form (3) with analytic coefficients.

*Cf. for example GoURSAT, Leçons sur l'intégration des équations aux dérivées partielles du

premier ordre, Paris, 1891, chapter I.
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We proceed to consider the case

(9) ad-1=0.

If we multiply both members of the second equation of (5) by a and add to

the members of the first, taking account moreover of (3), we find

[av + b + a(a'u + c) + a2b' + cd]yav + [6„ + a(b'u + d) + abb' + cb"\yu

+ [cv + d + ac'u + acb' + cc'] yv + [d, + ad'u + adb' + cd'~\y = 0.

Unless all of the coefficients of this equation are zero, it becomes possible, by

means of it, to reduce every expression of the form ay + ßyu + yyv + 8yuv to

one involving only three terms, so that the general analytic solution of (3) could

depend upon no more than three arbitrary constants. If, on the other hand, all

of the coefficients of (10) are equal to zero, one of the partial derivatives of each

order will remain arbitrary, and the general solution will contain an infinite

number of arbitrary constants. This solution actually exists. The two equa-

tions are then said to be in involution ; * the system is involutory.

We may recapitulate as follows. 1. The system (3) of simultaneous linear

differential equations has precisely four linearly independent solutions if

aa' —1 is different from zero and if the integrability conditions are identi-

cally satisfied.

2. If aa' — 1 vanishes, and the integrability conditions are satisfied, while

not all of the coefficients of (10) are zero, the system (3) has less than four

linearly independent solutions.

3. If, however, the first two conditions of No. 2 are satisfied, and if besides

all of the coefficients of (10) are equal to zero, the general solution of system

(3) contains an infinite number of arbitrary constants. The system is an

involutory one.

§ 2.     Geometric interpretation.    The integrating surface.

If aa' — 1 is different from zero and if all of the integrability conditions are

satisfied identically, system (3) has just four linearly independent solutions.

Denote four such solutions by y', y", tf3\ tf*\    We shall have

¡fk)=fW(u,v) (fc = l,2,3, 4).

Interpret tfk) as the homogeneous coordinates of a point P in space. As u

and v assume all of their values, P will describe a surface S an integrating

surface of the system.    This surface cannot degenerate into a curve.    For if

*Cf. GOURSAT, Leçons sur l'intégration des équations aux dérivées partielles du second ordre à

deux variables indépendantes, Paris, 1896-98, vol. 2, chap. 6, where a more general case is treated

according to Bianchi.
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Sv were to degenerate in that way, the ratios of y , y", ¡f3\ tf*\ would become

functions of a single variable t = ef>(u, v). In that case y', • • -, tfiX would be

solutions of some linear partial differential equation of the first order, say

(il) <*yu + ßy. + vy = o,

besides satisfying (3).    As a matter of fact let

awu + ßwv = 0

be the partial differential equation satisfied hy t=eb(u,v).    Then if

y    y"   y^

y¥V    tf»>    yUV

were functions of t alone, they would satisfy the same equation, so that

«(y?y4> - «>) + /3(2/.*y4) - ^y„4))=o    (*=i, 2,3),
or

«■yf+ßtf—     y     iñ-o C*=l,8,8).

Put

<¥u4) + ßy?

y1*

= 7,

and it becomes clear that y', y", y(3), tfi} would satisfy the same equation of form

(11). Differentiate (11) with respect to u and v. If the two equations thus

obtained coincide with the two equations of (3), aa' — 1 would be equal to zero,

contrary to our assumption. (11) weuld be an intermediary integral of (3)

whose general solution would depend upon an arbitrary function. If, on the

other hand, the two equations obtained from (11) by differentiation were not

identical with the two equations of (3), the most general function of u and v

which satisfies all of these equations cannot depend upon more than two linearly

independent functions- It is impossible, therefore, that the four linearly inde-

pendent functions y', ■ • -, tft> should satisfy an equation of form (11), i. e., it is

impossible that the integrating surface S should degenerate into a curve.

The integrating surface of system (3) is not unique. However, the most

general system of linearly independent solutions of (3), in the case considered,

is of the form
4

i-i)=T,Ciky<k) (1-1,1.8,4),
*=1

where the determinant of the constant coefficients,

does not vanish. The most general integrating surface of (3) is, therefore, a

protective transformation of any particular one. It is for this reason that we

shall make use of (3) as a basis for the projective theory of surfaces.
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If ad — 1 vanishes, while not all of the conditions for an involutory system

are satisfied, the system (3) has only three or fewer linearly independent solutions.

Its integrating surface, therefore, degenerates into a plane or a straight line.

For the purposes of the theory of surfaces this case may, therefore, be left aside.

It remains to examine the case when the equations of (3) are in involution.

That case must also be excluded from our considerations. For we wish to con-

struct a projective theory of surfaces ; but, if the equations (3) are in involu-

tion, they have more than four linearly independent solutions in common, so

that the most general integrating surface of (3) will not be merely a projective

transformation of any particular one. The question which requires investiga-

tion is this : what kind of surfaces are thus excluded from consideration ?

If we put in (3)

y = *y

where X is an arbitrary function of u and v, and if we introduce new indepen-

dent variables by putting

ü = p(u, v),        v =v(u,v),

another system of differential equations of form (1) will be obtained from (3)

with y, m, v, in place of y, u, v. Moreover, it is clear that, if the equations

(3) are in involution, the same must be true of the transformed equations and

conversely. For if they were not, they could have only four linearly indepen-

dent solutions and the same would have to be true of the original system of

equations.

Let equations (3) be in involution. They have an infinite number of linearly

independent solutions. Let y', ■ • •, tf^ be four of these. Transform system

(3) by putting y — Xy where \ = 1/y1^. The new system of differential equa-

tions is again an involutory system and has the four linearly independent

solutions

i *' —?L -¥^l
1 ' X — yW ' V  — yW ' & — yd) '

where x, y and z may be considered as non-homogeneous coordinates of the point

of the integral surface whose homogeneous coordinates were y , y", yí3), tf*\

Moreover x, y, z are functions of u and v. Introduce x and y as independent

variables. This is possible unless x should happen to be a function of y alone.

In that case we might introduce x and z as independent variables. For other-

wise x, y and z would be functions of a single variable t— cb(u, v), so that

y'i • •■ i j/4'» as we bave seen above, would satisfy one and the same linear par-

tial differential equation of the first order. In that case there would be no inte-

gral surface, but an integral curve ; for our purpose that case must be excluded.

Accordingly two of the three functions x, y, z of u and v will be iudepen-
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dent, say x and y. We may then introduce x and y as independent variables

in place of u and v. The transformed system of equations will be again an

involutory system with the independent variables x and y, and of which 1, x, y

and z =f(x, y) are four linearly independent solutions. This system of- equa-

tions will certainly be of form (1), and in most cases may at once be written in

the form (3) by solving for 0a and 0 , denoting the dependent variable by 0.

The system is then of the form

eyv = dexy + b'ex + c'ey + d'0,

and it must be satisfied by 0 = 1, x, y and z =f(x, y), so that

o = c = »i = 6' = c'=ii' = 0,

while z =f(x, y) must satisfy the equations

d2z_      &z_ d2z_   ,  fflit

^    ' dx2 ~    dxdy"1 dy2 ~     dxdy'

which must, moreover, be in involution.

If, however, the system of form (1), which is obtained by the above process,

cannot be solved for 0 and 0 , then as was shown in § 1, by a simple linear

transformation of the independent variables x and y we may transform it into a

system of form (3).    This latter system must then have the solutions

1, ax+ßy,        yx+8y,        z,        a8 — ßy=^0,

where a, ß, y, 8 are constants, whence we conclude in the same way as before

that z must satisfy an involutory system of form (12).    But the equations

(12) are in involution if, and only if,

/-^ , da       da      n
(13) «o'-l,        ^+«^=0,

so that

14 &%&%( d>* y_0
^    ' dx1 dy2     \dxdy )

li x, y, z are cartesian coordinates it is well known that (14) is the condition

for developable surfaces.    But this condition is left invariant under projective

transformations.     Therefore,  the surfaces excluded from consideration are

developables.    If the condition

,,., da        da

W d-y + adx- = °

were not satisfied, the surface would be a plane.    All developables are  thus
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excluded. For let z=f(x,y) be the equation of a developable. We may

determine a from the equation

d*z_   r   d2z

dx2 dxdy

if d2z/dxdy 4= 0. Since the surface is a developable, (14) must be satisfied,

which gives

d2z     1   d2z  m

dy2~~ a dxdy'

i. e., z satisfies a system of form (12) for which ad = 1. Moreover (15) must

then also be satisfied unless z is a linear function of x and y, i. e., unless the

surface is a plane.    If, however,

d2z

dxdy '

equation (14) shows that either d2z/dx2 or d2z/dy2 must vanish. Suppose we

have
d2z      ¡N,

dxdy~ dx2~

This system is not of form (3), but may be put into that form by a linear trans-

formation of the independent variables. It will be an involutory system as one

may see even without making the transformation. For the most general solu-

tion of the above system is

z=cxX + eb(y)

where cp(y) is an arbitrary function of y, and therefore contains an infinite

number of arbitrary constants.

We may recapitulate as follows: 1. Given a system of partial differential

equations of form (3), whose integrability conditions are satisfied identically

and for which ad — 1 is not equal to zero. Its most general integrating sur-

face is a projective transformation of any particular one ; it does not degen-

erate into a curve and is not a developable.

2. If for such a system of equations, which is not involutory, ad — 1. is

equal to zero, its integrating surface degenerates into a plane or line.

3. If the system is involutory, its integral surfaces are either curves or

developables and the most general integral curve or developable is not a mere

projective transformation of any particular one.

For the purpose of constructing a projective differential geometry of non-

developable surfaces we may therefore confine ourselves to the first case. More-

over, any non-developable surface may be studied by means of such a system of

equations.    For let x, y, z be the non-homogeneous coordinates nf a point on
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any non-developable surface, and take x and y as independent variables. Then

z will be a certain function of x and y, say

z=f(x,y).

We can determine two functions a and a of x and y so that 2 will satisfy equa-

tions (12), provided that

d2z

dxdy   '

If, however,

d2z

dxdy ~   '

we may transform the independent variables by putting

x = ax + ßy,        y = yx+8y,        a8 — ßy=£0,

where a, ß, y, 8 are constants. These constants may always be chosen in such

a way that d2z/dxdy will not be zero, unless not only d2z/dxdy, but also

d2z/dx2 and d2z/dy2 are equal to zero. In that case the surface would be a

plane. Excepting this.case it is, therefore, always possible to construct a system

of form (12) for every surface. Since, moreover, the surface is not developable

ad — 1 will not vanish. If homogeneous coordinates be employed, and an arbi-

trary set of independent variables, a system of form (3) will be obtained for

which ad — 1 is different from zero, and which is not involutory.

Therefore, the theory of a completely integrable non-involutory system of

two partial differential equations of the second order, with two independent

and one dependent variable, is identical with the projective differential geome-

try of non-degenerate, non-developable surfaces in three-dimensional space.

§ 3.  General notions on invariants and covariants.

Consider a system of form (3) whose integrability conditions are satisfied

identically and for which aa' — 1 does not vanish.    Let

(16) ?<»-/<*>(«,«) (*=1, 8,3,4),

be four linearly independent solutions of the system. Equations (16) determine

an integral surface S of (3), and the most general integral surface of (3) will

be a projective transformation of S .

But there are some, so to speak, accidental elements in the representation (16)

of the surface »S^. In the first place, since the coordinates are homogeneous,

multiplication of the four functions tfk) by an arbitrary function X of u and v

will not alter the surface.    In the second place the independent variables may
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be transformed arbitrarily. If, therefore, we make any transformation of the

form

(17) y = X(u,v)y, ù = cb(u,v), V = y]r(u,v),

x+0,    ^ü+o,
d(u, v) ^

the transformed system of differential equations will have the same integral sur-

faces as (3).

Those combinations of the coefficients of (3) which are unaltered in value by

a transformation of form (17), will be called invariants. Such invariant func-

tions as depend also upon y and its derivatives will be called covariants. Any

projective property of a surface will be expressed by an invariant equation, or

system of equations, i. e., by one which is left unchanged by transformations of

the form (17). The covariants will determine other surfaces and other geomet-

rical configurations which have a projective relation to the given one.

The determination of the invariants and covariants of system (3) under the

transformations (17) constitutes, therefore, nothing more or less than a projective

differential theory of surfaces. In this general form, however, it is exceedingly

difficult. The calculations involved are so long and complicated as to become

tedious and uninstructive. We have, therefore, decided to reduce (3) to a

canonical form, a form which exists for every surface, so that there is no sacrifice

in the generality of our considerations, in so far as they refer to any non-develop-

able surface. It remains desirable, nevertheless, to construct directly an

invariant theory for a system of form (3), or more generally still, for a system

of form (1) which is not in the canonical form. This, however, is a question

which we shall, for the present, leave untouched.

§ 4.  The intermediate form.    The surface referred to its asymptotic curves.

Transform the independent variables in (3) by putting

ü = eb(u, v),        v = y¡r(u, v).

Let yu, yv, etc., denote dy/du, dy/dv, etc., and put

etc.    Then we shall find

(18) yu = ebfyu + -ffy,,        yv = cbvyu + -ffyv,

and

" UU T U if HU      ' Tu   Tu if UV     *        TU "to      '        '   U« "u      '        »   UU "V '

\ ) J Ut) Tu  TvJUU      '      \   TuTv      *        T u TV J JUV      ' T  u   T  t, " VO      '        T UV " U      '        »   U» " 0 '

y   = cb2 y    + '2<f> -vír w    + ilr2 y   + cb   y   + iir   y ,
ifVV T v ifUU      ' TvTvifuV      '        T V if VV      '        T Vt if U      '        T VU " V
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If these values be substituted into (3), if the resulting system of equations be

solved for yuu and yvc, and if the new coefficients be denoted by »5, 6, • • -, a, • • -, d',

we shall find

- _ «ti- 2^, + °'K
^„^ + ÏAu - «"Ê.r*. - «>« tV

(20)
_, = acbl - 2ebucb, + a'cbl

'Put. +  <t>Au — a<t>Av — a'<r\. tV

the other coefficients being fractions with the common denominator

(21) A = (eb^ - ¿„VOO^t. + *.*. - «*,*. - «'*.*.),

the first factor of which will not be equal to zero since cb and i|r are independent

functions of u and v.

Let ef>w:epu and ^V t"„ ^e *ne *wo ro°t8 °f the quadratic

at2 — 2t + a' = 0,
so that, for example,

epv      1+ VI — aa' yjr, _ 1 — V7l — aa7

or

(22) (l + VT=aa~')<ba-acbv = Q,        (1 - Vl~-^dd')fu - a+v = 0.

These equations are distinct since 1 — aa' does not vanish, so that the Jaco-

bian of the functions cb and ^¡r will not vanish as a consequence of (22). Assume

a 4= 0. Then neither ebu nor ^ can vanish since, as a consequence of (22), <f>w

or ^rt would then also vanish, and this would reduce the Jacobian of ef> and yjr to

zero. The denominator of the expressions (20), or the second factor of A,

becomes

o *,*,(!-««')

a

which is different from zero. The transformation indicated, therefore, makes

ö = a = 0. We have proved this under the assumption that o 4= 0. If a = 0

and a' 4= 0 we may still make ä = a = 0 by a very slight modification of the

above argument. If a = a' = 0 the original system has the required form

without transformation.

Suppose this to be the case. Equations (20) show that this form will not be

altered if we make either the transformation

ü = cb(u),        v = yjr(v),
or

Ü = ef>(v), v = yjr(u),

where eb and yfr are functions of a single argument.

We may recapitulate as follows.    A system of form (3), whose integrating
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surfaces are not developables, may always be reduced to the form

(23)
y„ = h'y» + c'y. + d'y,

which shall be called its intermediate form.    The reduction requires the inte-

gration of the partial differential equation

w <■'$)'-4* l?+° (£)'-«■
If the independent variables have been selected in such a way as to cause

the system to assume this intermediate form, the most general transformation

of the independent variables which does not disturb this form is either

(25) u~ = eb(u),        v = yjr(v),

or

(26) u = <b(v),        v = yjr(u),

where <b and. -*jr are arbitrary functions of their arguments.

It is easy to find the geometrical significance of this intermediate form. Con-

sider a curve v = const, on the surface »S^. Let X and p be arbitrary functions

of u and v. Then the four values of Xtfk) + ptf/f will be the coordinates of an

arbitrary point on the tangent of this curve constructed at P ; similarly

\y(.k) + pyVf + i»yW win represent the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the

osculating plane of the same curve at P . An aggregate of the form

pyW) _|_ aykfi _|_ Tyif) represents a point in the plane tangent to the surface S at

P . Equations' (23) show that any arbitrary point of the plane which osculates

the curve v = const, at Py, is a point of the plane which is tangent to the sur-

face at P . The curve v = const., therefore, has the property that its osculating

planes are at the same time tangent planes of the surface. Such curves are

called asymptotic curves. From our considerations one easily deduces that there

are just two families of ool asymptotic curves upon the surface. They are the

curves u = const, and v = const, determined by the above process.

Reduction of a system of form (3) to its intermediate form is, therefore, equiva-

lent to the determination of the asymptotic curves of its integrating surfaces.

It is also clear why the transformations (25) or (26) leave the intermediate

form unchanged. They merely transform the asymptotic curves of each family

into themselves, or else interchange the two families.

§ 5.  The integrability conditions for a system in the intermediate form.

The canonical form.

Consider a system of the intermediate form

y„»+2ayu + 263/, + cy = 0,

(27)
y„ + 2a'ytt + 2b'yv + c'y = 0.
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We proceed to develop its integrability conditions explicitly.   By differentiation,

we find from (27),

Vuuu =Piyu. +p2y«+psy. +p*y>

/oax y».-?iy« + ?iy., + i,«y. + ?«y»
(¿°)

y«,. = ri ym + w» + r3y, + rfy .

y„r, = «iy«. + *¡y« + s3y, + sty>

where

px=—2b,     p2 = 4a2—2au-c,       p3 = 4ab — 2bu, pt=2ac—cu,

,oa\   ?i=-2o,      o2 = 4o'6-2a,, o3 = 466'-26„-c,      qi = 26c'-c,,
(zy)

rx = — 2b',      r2 = 4ad—2a'u—c,      r3 = 4db — 2b'u,        r4 = 2a'c—c'u ,

sx=-2d,      s2 = 4db'-2a'v, 83 = 4b'2-2b'v-c,      si=2b'c'-c'v.

The integrability conditions are obtained by writing

dy dy dy dy dy dy
if uuu _   _if uuv if uuv  _ if UVV if UVV _ if vvv

dv du  ' dv du   ' dv du

It will be found that the first and last of these three conditions are fulfilled

identically.    We find further

dy
if UUV

dv - ( ^ + s-,'! + ?,)y„ + (S-2 + ?,»*,- 2a'?3)y»

In order that these two expressions may be equal for all values of y,y„,yv, yuv,

the corresponding coefficients in the two expressions must be identical. We

thus find the following four conditions :

a -6' = 0,

<u + <- 2«'«„ - 2oo; - ( o„ + 2&X - 26a: - 4<*'&. ) = 0,

b„ + cv- 266; - 26'6„ ~(b'uu + 2ab'u - 2d\ - 4bdf) = 0,

<,u - *c< - 2«'c„ + 2a< - (c„ - 4c'6„ - 26c; + 26'c„ ) = 0.

The conditions (30) must be satisfied in order that the general solution of (21)

may depend upon just four arbitrary constants, for this is the only case of
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interest from the point of view of the theory of surfaces, as was explained in

§ 2. These integrability conditions (30) are symmetrically constructed from the

coefficients of (27) in such a way that the operation which consists in inter-

changing simultaneously the letters in the two rows of the symbol

a     d    c     u

6'    6     c     v

converts the first and fourth equations into themselves and interchanges the

other two.

From the significance of the conditions (30), it is clear that they must form

an invariant system of equations. In other words, if the variables in (27) are

changed arbitrarily, but in such a way as not to disturb the form of the system,

the integrability conditions for the transformed system of equations will be ful-

filled if they are fulfilled for the original system, and conversely.

On account of the first condition of (30) we may write

(31) 1 = ^.        V=P*-
Transform (27) by putting

y = *y,

where X is a function of u and v. We find a new system of the same form for

y whose coefficients are

X           -     ,                                 X   + 2aX  + 26X
ä = a+x",        6 = 6, c = c+-""^     x"^-»,

-      „     X          ,      ,     X   +2a'X +26'X
ä' = d, b' = b'+Tv,      c' = c'+^-^--JlZ-!.

A A.

Owing to (31) we may make ä = 6' = 0 by putting

X=e-p,

so that

X^=-Puu+Pl ^f=-Pw+Pl

whence

(32)
c = c — ou — a2 — 266' =f,

c'= c — 6; — 6' — 2oa' = g.

It becomes possible, therefore, to put the system (27) into the form

y   + 2by + fy = 0,(33) y'm y°    Jy
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which is characterized by the conditions a = 6' = 0. We shall speak of (33)

as the canonical form of the given system of differential equations. It may be

obtained from the intermediate form in the way just indicated. The first of

the four integrability conditions (30) is satisfied identically. The other three

assume the simplified form :

<a + y„ + 26a; + 4a'6„ = 0,

(34) 6„o+/r + 2a'6„ + 46o: = 0,

9uu -/.. - *9< - 2«X + 4/6„ + 2bg, = 0.

§ 6.  Seminvariants and semi-covariants.

Consider again the system (27) of differential equations, and let it be trans-

formed by putting

(35) y=Xy,

where X is an arbitrary function of u and v.   Those functions of the coefficients

of (27), of y, and of the derivatives of these quantities, which are left un-

changed by every such transformation, shall be called seminvariants or semi-

covariants according as they do not, or do contain y and its derivatives.

We find from (35)

y„ = x2/« + \y>     y. = xy. + \y>

y    = Xy    + 2X y   + X   ty,if UU ifuU      ' uifu      ' U« if '

(36)
yu* = xy«v + Kyv + \,y» + \,„y>

if VV   ""_        if VV      ' V if V      ' VV *f '

which gives, upon substitution into (27),

y«„ + 2«y„ + 26^ + cy = 0,

yvv + 2ä'yu + 2Z'yc + cy=Q,
where

X T      , X    + 2oX  + 26X
ä = a + ^,        o = b, c = c + ^-±-^-v-,

(37)
T,     T,     X                    ,     X   + 2o'X + 26'X

a=d, l'=b'+^f,       1'=^ + ^-^-^-'-.
A A,

We find the following seminvariants

d,        6,
(38)

f=c-au-a2- 266',        g = c - b'v - 6'2 - 2oa'.

The derivatives of these four quantities are also seminvariants.    Every semin-

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 17
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variant is a function of a, 6, f, g and of their derivatives. That this is true

may be, most simply, seen as follows : A seminvariant has the same value for

system (27) as for any system obtained from it by a transformation of form

(35). Make the transformation of form (35), which reduces (27) to its canon-

ical form according to the method of § 5. The resulting system (33) has pre-

cisely a, b, f and.g as its coefficients. Every seminvariant can, therefore, con-

tain only these quantities and their derivatives, as was to be shown.

Semi-covariants contain y, yu, yv, yuv, etc., in addition to the coefficients of

(27). Since all higher derivatives of y may be expressed in terms of the four

quantities

" '   if U Ï   if v '   if UV '

we may confine our search for semi-covariants to such as involve them. We

find, from (36),

(39) y»4(y.-iy)'    *.-*(*-*>)•
ir       x       x       /2xxx\"i

y**=xly«*-i;y-xy° + \-*r--x )y\>
so that y itself is a relative semi-covariant. By making use of (37) we find

three other relative semi-covariants

z = yu + ay'     p=y. + Vy*

(40)
a = y«. + b'yu + ayv + \(ac + b'u + 2ab')y;

in fact these quantities satisfy the equations

y = Xy, z = Xz, p = Xp, B = Xa,

so that their ratios are absolute semi-covariants. The four semi-covariants

y, z, p, er are clearly independent. Moreover equations (40) show that

y> Vu-» y»' y«» ma,y ^e exPresse(l m terms of y, z, p, er. Since every relative

semicovariant can be expressed in terms of y, yu, yo, yuv, it may be also

expressed in terms of y, z, p, er. By reducing to the canonical form it

becomes obvious that all semi-covariants can be expressed as functions of

y, z, p, a and of seminvariants.

§ 7. Invariants and covariants.

In order to find invariants we introduce transformations of the independent

variables which leave the intermediate form of the system of partial differential

equations unaltered. These are either of form (25) or (26). Since (26) may

be obtained from (25) by the simple transformation

u = v,        v = u,
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which merely interchanges the two families of asymptotic lines, it becomes an

easy matter to find the invariants under the general transformation if those under

transformation (25) have been found. It is desirable, moreover, to keep the two

families of asymptotic curves separate. For these reasons we confine ourselves

to the transformation (25) or as we shall now write it

(41) u = a(u),        v = ß(v),

denoting the new independent variables by ü and v where a is a function of u

alone, and ß is a function of the single variable v. Upon making the transfor-

mation (41), we find
dy d2y dy

y  = a ~, y    = a' ==r + a   —¡,
y"       »du """       "du2        "" du

(42) y. = £gp    *--£s?+*-3?«

r,  d2y
y   = a 8   -,_ -_ .
"»"       »   v dudv

Equations (27) are transformed into a similar system, whose coefficients are

ä = —(a + \v), i=^2-' c=a2'
» u u

o=^, í'-¿-(&' + K),     ~c'=Wf
(43)

where

(44) „-J*,        f-§=.

These equations show that a' and 6 are (relative) invariants as well as sem-

invariants.

Since invariants are also seminvariants, they can only be functions of a', 6, /, g

and of their derivatives. It becomes necessary, therefore, to investigate how the

transformation (41) affects these seminvariants. Invariants are such functions

of seminvariants as are left unaltered by this transformation.

We find, from (43),

Sa      1 da       at
eü=^íau-va+i(Vu-V-)], W-a-ß'

U U '     V

(45)
«*» '   v

v '   v

H = §(6„-2,6), 2-a^ + C»).
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From the expressions (38) for/" and g, and the above equations, we find

(46) f*(f-bÇ-ir),      g = Í2(g-dv-\v),
U " V

where

(47) p = Vu-lr?, v=Kv-\?.

We have further

S2a        1    _   , , ,,
-ë^=-W\.am + nau + %a-],

and

S = §[^-5^0-2^6 + 6,,26],

d26        1

By means of these equations it is easy to verify that

(49) A=^"'      *~~lp
where

(50) h = b2(f+ 6J - ¿66u„ + &62,        k = d\g + a'J - {a'a'„ + &a'f,

so that we have found four invariants d,b, h and k. We shall show how

other invariants may be derived from these four by certain differentiation proc-

esses.    Put

(51) ^ = o'62,        B = d2b,        H=dh,        Br=bk
so that

(52) A = -^,       B = q¿,       H=-t,       E=~ab,
u "n u r-^v

it being assumed that a and 6 are different from zero.

Introduce two symbols of operation

Then clearly

(54) U(B),        V(A),       K(E),        V(H)
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are also invariants.    In fact

(65, va)=^\ miD-Zjp. nm-zp, iw-^P.
u r^ v u 'p

so that it becomes clear that every repetition of these two processes gives rise

to an invariant.

Further, from two invariants X and p for which

-      1 1

u u

we can always form another, its Wronskian.    In fact we find

Xmp-'=Xmp-',

whence, by logarithmic differentiation,

X
WX

I       ,p        1 (    X        ,p  \f-l'-±=-lm-f-lf-±),
X p       au \     X p J

so that the function

(56) (p,Xu) = mpXu - lXpu

is an invariant for which

(«) (M7) = ~(^r-

We shall speak of ( pXu ) as the Wronskian of p and X with respect to u.

By combining the Wronskian process with the operations Pand V, it clearly

becomes possible to deduce an infinity of invariants from A, B, II and P.

We proceed to show that any invariant is a function of those obtained in this

manner.

In the first place, the equations which define A, B, H and E, show that

a', b, f and g may be expressed in terms of A, B, H, A"and of their deriva-

tives. Since all invariants are functions of d, b, f, g, and of their derivatives,

any invariant may be expressed as a function of A, B, H, E and of the

derivatives of these quantities.

Introduce infinitesimal transformations by putting

(58) a(u) = u + cb(u)8t        ß(v) = v + yjr(v)8t,

where Si is an infinitesimal.    Then

«u=l + 6,&,       «„ = o,

(59) ßu = 0, ßv = l + +v8t,

<*A-«A = i+ (*, + *„)&•
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The infinitesimal transformations of A, B, Pand E become

(6)    8A = - 3cbuA8t, 8B = - 3-fvB8t,8II=- 5ebuH8t,8K=-5^sE8t.

The infinitesimal transformation, 8F, of any function of A, B, etc., being

known, we may easily find the infinitesimal transformations 8FU and 8FV of its

first derivatives.    In fact we shall have

dF    dF    d(F+8F)       1 dF    d(8F)
r»~ dû      du~ du 1+<M*      du~    du "   "

(61) SF-dF    dF_d(F+SF)       1       _ ÔF-_d<<iF)_^Fu
*      dv       dv dv 1 + -yjrßt      dv dv * '   "

Thus we find

8Au = - (3<buuA + 4cbuAu)8t, 8A, = -(3ebu + 1rv)Av8t,

8Bu = -(ebu + 3VOP.OÍ, SB. - - (3*vvB + 4+tB,)St,

(62) 8H=-(5ebuuff+6cbuBu)8t, 8B-v = -(5ebu + fv)ITv8t,

8Eu =-(ebu + 5+v)ESt, 8E = - (5f, K+ ofvEv)8t.

All absolute invariants 0 which involve only A, B, H, Eand their first deriv-

atives must, therefore, satisfy the system of partial differential equations obtained

by forming the infinitesimal transformation 80 of an arbitrary function of these

arguments and equating to zero the coefficients of ebuu, y]rvv, cbu and yjrt. If we are

looking for relative invariants we may dispense with the latter two equations, as

the following consideration will show. Consider the special transformation for

which

(63) a(u)=cu,        ß(v) = c'v,

so that
a» = c>        ß. = c'->

where c and c  are arbitrary constants.    Then

A = c-3A,        B = (c')-SB,    etc.,

Au = c~*Au,    etc.

In general, let P be a combination of the quantities A, B, H, E and of their

derivatives, and suppose that the effect of the transformation (63) is to convert

it into P, where

P = c-"c'-'"P.

We shall then say that P has an a-weight equal to p and a y3-weight equal to

p . Thus the weights of A and B are (+3,0) and (0, +3) respectively.

It is clear that differentiation with respect to u and v diminishes the a- or ß-
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weight respectively by unity.    The weights of a product are the sums of the

respective weights of the factors.

We shall say of a sum that it is isobaric of weights w, w if each of its terms

has the weights w, w . It is clear that every absolute invariant is isobaric of

weights 0,0.    Every relative invariant must be isobaric.

We obtain an infinitesimal transformation of the form (63) if we let ebu and

yjrv in (60) and (62) represent constants.    Under this assumption, if P is any

isobaric function of weights w and w', the infinitesimal transformation of P will

be of the form

(64) 8F= - (wcbu + w'^-v)F8t.

If ef>u and yjre are not constants, the expression for 8F will contain other terms

which will have ebHu, yfrvv, etc. as factors. If, however F is an irreducible (rela-

tive or absolute) invariant, the equation 8F = 0 must be a consequence of

F= 0, which implies that if P is an invariant of weights w, w', the equation

(64) must be satisfied even if ebu and yjrv are not constants.*

Suppose then that we form the general expression for 8F, where P depends

upon A, B, H, E and the derivatives of these quantities up to any order n,

and equate to zero the coefficients of all of the derivatives of the arbitrary func-

tions cb and ->|r, including ebu and tjrv. We thus obtain a complete system S of

partial differential equations, whose solutions are the absolute invariants up to

the nth order. If we omit the two equations of this system obtained by equat-

ing to zero the coefficients of cf>u and yjrv, we obtain a system S' of partial dif-

ferential equations satisfied by all relative invariants. Moreover, only such

solutions of this system S' will be relative invariants for which (64) is satisfied,

i. e., only isobaric solutions of the system are admissible as invariants. The

relative invariants are certainly not all of weight zero. We know in fact that

A, B, H and Pare independent relative invariants, both of whose weights are

not zero. Any relative invariant can, however, by multiplication with properly

chosen powers of A and B be converted into an absolute invariant. Conse-

quently there are two more independent relative invariants than absolute invari-

ants. If the system »$" were not a complete system, the difference between the

number of relative and absolute invariants could not be equal to two. The

system S' is, therefore, a complete system and every isobaric solution of S' is

a relative invariant.

All relative invariants which involve only A, B, H, E and their first deriv-

atives are, therefore, isobaric solutions of the complete system of two equations

d0 d0 d0 d0
ZAdA+5Hm = ^    *BdB+bKdË = ^

*For the coefficients of <puu, 4»™, etc. cannot vanish in consequence of F = 0, if we assume F

to be irreducible, since their coefficients are of weights lower than w, u/. The complete discus-

sion would be the same as that in the author's treatise Projective Differential Geometry, etc., p. 22.
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which involves (in part with zero coefficients) twelve independent variables. It

has therefore ten independent solutions.    These may be selected in the form

(65a) A, B, H, E, V(A), U(B), V(H), U(E),

together with the two Wronskians

(656) (A,H),        (PP).

For they are clearly independent. In fact, taken in this order, each of these

functions involves one variable which does not occur in any of the preceding

ones.

All relative invariants which involve also the second derivatives of A , B,

H, E will be isobaric solutions of a complete system of four independent equa-

tions with twenty-four independent variables. They are, therefore, twenty in

number. Ten of these we have already found. The other ten may be taken in

the form

V\A),   V2(H),    V(A,H),   {A,V(A)u),   {A, (A, E)u),
(66)

U2(B),   U2(E),   Ù(B,E),   (B,U(B)„),   {B,(B, Kv\);

for it is apparent that these are independent.

We have now determined all invariants up to and including those of the

second order ; they are isobaric functions of the twenty invariants (65) and

(66). We make the following remarks. Let an invariant be called an a- or a

/S-invariant if only one of its two weights is different from zero, so. that the

/S-weight of an ot-invariant is zero, etc. Our invariants have been so chosen

that half of them are a- and half of them /3-invariants. Consider the five ot-in-

variants of the second order. They are those in the first row of (66). Two of

them, the first and the fourth do not contain H, and contain only two of the

three derivatives of the second order of A, viz., A    and A   .    The other three
' ' vv UV

at-invariants contain each a different one of the three second derivatives of H.

A similar classification may be made of the /3-invariants. Suppose we had

determined all of the invariants up to and including those of the n — 1th order.

To determine those of the nth order we should have to solve a system of partial

differential equations containing two more equations and 4 ( n + 1 ) more vari-

ables than the system for the invariants of order n — 1. There will be, there-

fore, 4/1+2 invariants which involve the nth derivatives of A, B, H, K.

Similarly there will be just 4n — 2 invariants of the n — 1th order.

Let us suppose that what we have found to be true for the invariants of the

second order is also true for those of order n — 1, i. e., let us suppose that

2n — 1 of them are a- and 2« — 1 of them /3-invariants. Denote these «-in-

variants of the ti — 1th order by

J-i-i -*2» ■••» -*„-i î A» -*2»  ■"» •»•
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The notation indicates a division of these a-invariants into two classes ; those of

the first class do not depend upon H and its derivatives, those of the second

class do.    Let

PC" (r + s = n-l),

denote the derivative of P taken r times with respect to u and s times with

respect to v.    Then we shall assume that /,, I2, • • -, T  . contain in this order

-*£"£»i ^«. • • ■• AuZ!,n^ and that no function Ik contains A;ZfVo.

We assume further that the functions I[, I'2, ■■-, P taken in this order

contain respectively P£"&> fftZ^ ' ". *fciV

The 2ti — 1 functions

(67) V(Ik),       V(I'k)

will then be a-invariants of the nth order. Those of the first set contain all of

the derivatives of A of the nth order except A^fjn, AQVo. Those of the

second set contain all of the derivatives of H of the nth order except II^l „0.

Consider the Wronskian of A and /_, with respect to u. It will be an

a-invariant which will contain the derivative Affuvr Similarly the Wronskian

of A and P will be an a-invariant which contains P^ „0. If we add these two

a-invariants to the 2n — 1 of (67), we shall have 2n + 1 independent a-invar-

iants of order n which can be divided into two classes precisely in the same way

as was assumed to be the case for those of the n — 1th order. Since this classi-

fication was actually possible for the invariants of 2, it follows that this same

classification will actually hold for any order n.

We have seen, therefore, that the Wronskian process and the process V

enables us to obtain 2n + 1 independent a-invariants of order n from A and

P. Similarly, by means of the Wronskian process and the process U we may

obtain 2n + 1 independent /3-invariants of order n from B and P. It only

remains to show that these 4n + 2 invariants are also independent of each

other. There can be no question about the independence of those which con-

tain H and P. But the a-invariants of the first class contain derivatives of B

as well as of A, and the /3-invariants of the first class contain derivatives of

A as well as of B. However, the derivatives of B in the a-invariants of order

n are only of order n — 1, so that no relation is possible between the a- and

/3-in variants.

The Wronskian, the U-process and the V-process suffice, therefore, to deduce

all invariants from the four fundamental ones A, B, H and E. There are

2 ( n2 + 2n + 2) independent invariants of order equal to or less than n.

In order to find a system of covariants we investigate the result of the

transformation

û = a(u),        v = ß(v),
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upon the four independent semi-covariants (40).    We find

y-yi     *--(* + iw)>     P = ß-(p + $Cy),
(68) [

o- = dfß~(a + %vp + %& + to&) •

It now becomes an easy matter to verify that the following four functions are

covariants

(69) y,        6^4« + Auy,        6Bp + Bvy,        a—ap — b'z + ab'y.

They are clearly independent.    Every other covariant may be expressed in

terms of the covariants (69) and of invariants.

The most general transformation which leaves the canonical form invariant

may be found as follows. We have shown that a system of differential equa-

tions of form (3) may be reduced to the canonical form

3/u« + 26y„+/y = 0,

yw + 2dyu+gy=0.

Make successively the transformations

y=Xy,        ü=a(u),        v = ß(v).

The resulting system will again be in the canonical form if, and only if,

X       1 a„„      „ X.      1 p„„
_!1_|_— — Q — -L -      " — 0

X+2au-U' X+2/3„ '
i. e., if

* _ y_i^ _ *l!0

where g(v) and h(u) are functions of the single arguments indicated.    We

find, therefore,

G
x = —=,

Vauß:

where G is an arbitrary constant.

Therefore, the most general transformation which leaves the canonical form

invariant is

(70) y=CVaußTy,        ü = a(u),        v = ß(v),

where a and ß are arbitrary functions of u and v respectively, and where C is

an arbitrary constant.
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§ 8. Principle of duality.    Adjoined systems.    The fundamental theorem.

Given a system of partial differential equations in the intermediate form

y«„ + 2ayu + 2byv + cy = 0,

y„ + 2a'yu + 2b'y, + c'y = 0,

whose integrability conditions are fulfilled identically.    If

yih) -/<*>(«,») (»1=1,2,3,4),

are four independent solutions of (71), we interpret them as the homogeneous

coordinates of a point P of a surface S. Let p be the plane which is tangent

to S at P .    Its equation will be

(72)

*j *2 rf/3 ^i

y y" y™ î/-t}

y'u y': y™ W

y'v y'v yf y?

= o.

The coordinates of the plane p will be proportional to the minors of xx, x2, x3, xt

in this determinant.    Denote these minors by X', X", X(3), Xw.    We shall have

X' =

y" y(3) yw

y'u' yi3) y^

y'v'  yi3)   yi4)

x" =

y> yW        yM

y'u   yi3)   yi"

y'v   yi3)   yi*'

, etc.

Let us convert the columns into rows and write only a representative row.    We

may then write for each of the four X's, disregarding signs, an expression of

the form

(T3) X=B(y,yu,ye),

which stands for a determinant of the third order of the matrix

|yw, yïk\ yïk)\ (*=1,2,3,4).

(74)

We find from (73), making use of (71),

\ = P(y, yu, yuv) — 2aX,

Xv = D(y, yuc, yv)-2b'X.

Therefore, making use of (28) and (29),

X„„ = - 2aX„ + (466- 26. - c - 2o„)X - 4aD(y, yu, y„) - 2bD(y, y„ yuc),
(75)

X,„ = - 26'X0 + (4ao'- 2a,',- c'-2b'c)X-2a'D(y, y„„ yu)-4b'D(y, */„„, y,).
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But from (74),

B(y, yu, yUv)= X„ + 2aX,

P(y. y«.» 2/„) = XD + 26'X.

Substituting these values in (75) we find

Xu„ + 6aX„ - 26X„ + ( 2a„ + 26„ + c + 8a2 - 866')X = 0,

(76)
X„„ - 2a'X„ + 66'X„ + (26; + 2al + c'+ 86'2 - 8aa')X = 0.

The coordinates of the plane p , therefore, satisfy the equations (76) which

are of the same form as (71).

This system of equations (76) may be simplified.    Consider the determinant,

(77) A-

Wefind

(78)

But we have also

y«v yu yv y

y'L y'ú y'v y"

l/3) t/3) tf3) w(3)ifUV ¡fu if V if

y(*) yi*) y-*) yl*)
*/ UV ¡7 U *J V v

= D(yn„yu,yv,y).

dA

du
-4oA,

£>A

dv
= - 46'A.

da     56'

dv      du '

according to the first equation of (30).    We may put, therefore,

a =
dp

du'
6'

dp

dö'

so that (78) shows A to have the value

(79) A= Ce-*",

where G is a non-vanishing constant. In fact, if A were equal to zero there

would be relations possible of the form

«if!!t + ßyf + 7y('° + 8y(k) = ° ( t=1, a, s, 4 ),

with non-vanishing coefficients. But this is impossible in the case under con-

sideration in which the general solution of system (71) depends upon four

arbitrary constants.

The coordinates of the plane py were proportional to X', X", X(3), X(4).    Let us

define them as being equal to

YM = -~
l/A

(»1 = 1,2,3,4).
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These four functions P(*° will satisfy a system of differential equations obtained

from (76) by the transformation

(80) X = i/Ä Y= e-2T.

The resulting system of equations is

Yuu + 2aYv - 2bYv + (c + 26„ - 466')P= 0,
(81)

Yvv-2a'Yu + 2b'Yv + (c +2du-4aa')Y=0.

This shall be called the system adjoined to (71).    Denote its coefficients by

2ä, 26, etc.    We have

ä=a, o =—6, c = c + 26„ — 466',

a = — a', h' = 6', c' =c + 2du — 4ad,

whence

a = ä, b=—7>, c = c+ 2bv — 4ob',

a' = — a, b' = 7>', c' =c' + 2à'u — 4âa ,

so that the relation between (71) and (81) is reciprocal, i. e., each is the adjoint

of the other.    The seminvariants of (81) are

a, b,f, g,

which are respectively equal to the seminvariants

— a', —b,f,g
of (81).

System (81) represents the same surface as (71) in plane- instead of in

point-coordinates. But we may also interpret Y', Y", P(3), P(4) as point-

coordinates. In that case every integral surface of (81) would be dualistic to

every integral surface of (11).

It is clear, therefore, that dualistic properties of any integral surface of (11)

are analytically characterized by an invariant system of equations which

remains unaltered if the signs of a   and 6 are changed.

If we think of a surface as being at the same time described by a point and

enveloped by its tangent planes we must consider the systems (71) and (81)

simultaneously. A surface S may be identically self-dual ; i. e., there may exist

a dualistic transformation which converts it into itself in the particular way that

every point. Py is converted into the plane p tangent to S at P and conversely.

In that case (71) and (81) will be identical, so that

a' = 6 = 0.
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The surface is then a quadric.    In fact, we always have

y> Y' + y"Y" + ptoF» + yWFW = 0,

and in this case Y{k) would have to be proportional to ym so that there will be

a quadratic relation between y' ■ ■ ■, tf4\ We may also see this in another way.

If a' = 0, equations (71) show that the curves u = const, are straight lines.

If 6 = 0, the curves v = const, are straight lines. But a quadric is the only

surface which has two separate families of straight lines upon it.

We have, therefore, the following further result. If either a' or 6 is equal

to zero, the surface S is a ruled surface. If both a' and 6 vanish it is a

quadric.    Quadrics, moreover, are the only identically self-dual surfaces.

We shall close this paper with the enunciation of a theorem which may be

regarded as the fundamental theorem of the projective differential geometry of

curved surfaces.    Any non-developable surface being given

ylk'=fh)(u,v) (¿ = 1,2,3,4),

it determines a system of form (3) which may always be reduced to the interme-

diate or even the canonical form, from which the invariants d,b, h and k may

be computed as functions of u and v. If on the other hand d, b, h and h are

given as arbitrary functions of u and v, subject of course to the integrability

conditions (34), the coefficients of the canonical form will be uniquely deter-

mined if d and 6 are different from zero.    In other words,

If the four invariants d,b, h, h are given as arbitrary functions of two

variables u and v, subject to the integrability conditions (34), and if moreover

a and 6 are not equal to zero, they determine a non-developable, non-ruled

surface except for a projective transformation.

It is not necessary to attempt to remove the restrictions of this theorem, as

the author has already constructed a projective differential geometry of ruled

and developable surfaces upon a different basis.

Bebkkxey, November 21, 1906.


